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Spatial Planning

 Auckland Plan + others?

 What is spatial planning?

 “We need a zoning layer for the whole region.”

 Creating Futures

 Waikato Integrated Scenario Explorer (WISE)



WISE

 Spatial Decision Support System (SDSS)

 Exploring “what if…?” scenarios

 Integrated science for decision makers

 Drivers, Scenarios, Indicators, Analysis (go to WISE)



Zoning

 Key module of land use (LU) model

 Determines where and when LU occurs

 Main policy exploration tool (go to LU model in WISE)

 Requirements

 14 zoning rasters, one for each functional LU



Challenges

 Were we up for the challenge?

1. Interpreting rules for LU

 Multiple sources

 12 District Plans => ~2,600 rules

 EMS Ltd Zoning Matrix and Report



Challenges

2. Simplifying the spatial data

 Multiple sources

 ~400 individual designations

 ~850 individual overlays/policy areas

 ~2000 individual zones 

 Combined into 3 simple vector layers for each TA



Challenges

3. Applying the rules to the data

 ~2,750 rules x 36 GIS layers = 14 zoning rasters?

 Landcare Research automated process



Zoning Outputs Version 1

 “Black and white” binary values

 RMA planning context much more complex

 Can only change twice

 Change from prohibited to permitted only

 Complex external pre-processing requiredDairy
Farming

Lifestyle
Blocks



RIKS’ Zoning Tool

 Flexible activity status based zoning

 Assign RMA activity status to zones for each LU

 Activity status corresponds to “likelihood score”

 Set precedence for zones

 Dynamic – zones can take effect when user likes

 Easy to change with minimal pre-processing (go to zoning tool of WISE)Dairy
Farming

Lifestyle
Blocks



Why is this important?

 Benefits EW’s vision and strategic direction

 Innovative and original

 Good project management critical

 Successful, effective, positive impact, saved $

 Practical



Thank You

Questions?
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WISE

 Spatial Decision Support System (SDSS)

 Exploring “what if…?” scenarios

 Integrated science for decision makers

 Drivers, Scenarios, Indicators, Analysis (go to WISE)



Zoning

 Key module of land use (LU) model

 Determines where and when LU occurs

 Main policy exploration tool (go to LU model in WISE)

 Required inputs

 14 zoning rasters, one for each functional LU



Challenges

 Were we up for the challenge?

1. Interpreting and simplifying rules about LU

 Multiple sources

 12 District Plans => ~2,600 rules

 EMS Ltd Zoning Matrix and Report



Challenges

2. Collating and simplifying the spatial data

 Multiple sources

 ~650 individual designations

 71 individual overlays/policy areas

 137 individual zones 

 Combined into 3 simple vector layers for each TA



Challenges

3. Applying the rules to the data

 ~2,750 rules x 36 GIS layers = 14 zoning rasters?

 Landcare Research automated process



Zoning Outputs Version 1

 “Black and white” binary values

 RMA planning context much more complex

 Can only change twice

 Change from prohibited to permitted only

 Complex external pre-processing requiredDairy
Farming
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RIKS’ Zoning Tool

 Flexible activity status based zoning tool

 Assign RMA activity status to zones for each LU

 Activity status corresponds to “likelihood score”

 Set precedence for zones

 Dynamic – rules can start and stop when user likes

 Easy to change with minimal pre-processing (go to zoning tool of WISE)Dairy
Farming

Lifestyle
Blocks



Why is this important?

 Benefits EW’s vision and strategic direction

 Social, economic, environmental and cultural

 Innovative and original

 Good project management critical

 Successful, effective, positive impact, saved $

 Practical representation under the RMA



Thank You

Questions?


